At the level of syntax, a presupposition in a sentence is an embedded proposition that is assumed to be true. As Stalnaker (1978) has it, 'Presuppositions are what are taken by the speaker to be the common ground of the participants in the conversation ' (p. 321) . Presuppositions can be as simple as a definite description: 'John saw the man with two heads.' Here, there are two presuppositions -that there was a man who was seen and that the man had two heads. Presupposition can also be embedded in factive constructions: 'Martha regrets eating' (Presupposition: Martha ate) or 'John wasn't aware that Bill was there' (Presupposition: Bill was there) The previous examples are taken from Levinson's list of 'presupposition triggers'. For Levinson (1983) , 'the technical sense of presupposition [involves] certain pragmatic inferences or assumptions that seem … to be built into linguistic expressions and can be isolated using specific linguistic tests ' (p. 168) .
Of particular interest for this analysis is the role of presuppositions in questions. Since 'every question presupposes precisely that at least one of its direct answers is true' (Belnap, 1966: 610) , a question containing a presupposition necessarily assumes that the presupposition is true. For example, in a wh-question such as 'Where did you put the shovel?', the question presupposes that the hearer indeed put the shovel somewhere and only seeks to find out where it was put. In a yes/no question such as 'Did you put the shovel in the cellar?', it is presupposed that the hearer did put the shovel somewhere and only seeks to find out whether the cellar was the place where it was put.
Questions containing presuppositions can put a hearer accused -but innocent -of a bad act in a difficult position when he or she is being interrogated. As above, in the case of a yes/no question such as Have you stopped shoplifting yet?
an answer of either 'yes' or 'no' does not 'disconfirm the proposition contained' (Ehrlich and Sidnell, 2006: 658) in the question, that is, that the addressee has had a habit of shoplifting. The only way for the addressee to avoid an admission is to refuse to give a 'yes' or 'no' answer and instead to state that he or she does not accept the embedded accusatory proposition. In speech act terms, the hearer sees the question as not felicitous since '[a] yes/no question can be felicitous only if neither an affirmative nor a negative answer would clash with its presuppositions ' (Derzhanski, 2000: 2) . It is not surprising that yes/ no questions are also referred to as 'forced-choice' questions.
In the case of a wh-question such as
Why haven't you stopped shoplifting?
it is again presupposed that the addressee has a history of shoplifting, but also includes the additional presupposition that the addressee has a reason for not having stopped. In order to avoid an admission, the addressee will be forced to violate Grice's maxim of quantity by not supplying the questioner with the information sought. Again, in order to maintain a claim of innocence, the addressee must resort to a refusal to accept the presupposed premise.
PBQs in the LM interrogation
The transcript of the interrogation of LM contains (by my count) 117 PBQs -many bearing multiple presuppositions. In my experience of examining interrogation transcripts, this is an unusually high concentration of such questions. With few exceptions, these PBQs are found in yes/no or wh-question types; many are repeated verbatim. Typically, Lorenzo responds to PBQs with silence. On numerous occasions, however, he gives a direct answer, thus inadvertently (as we will see) confirming the presupposition. Occasionally, Lorenzo refuses to give a direct answer and instead challenges the premise of the presupposition. Lorenzo's inadvertent confirmation of presuppositions occurs frequently enough that the interrogators are able to accrue admissions to three crucial global 'facts' about his involvement in the crime -each of which is composed of multiple subsidiary 'facts' -as follows:
1. Lorenzo was one of the co-conspirators 1.1. He was associated with Nick prior to the commission of the crime 1.2. He was associated with both with Nick and JR prior to the commission of the crime 2. Lorenzo was at the scene of the crime 2.1. He went to the crime scene with Nick and JR 2.2. He was at the victim's house 2.3. His footprints were found at the scene 3. Lorenzo was directly involved in the murder 3.1. He was one of the culpable parties with an individual role in the crime. 3.2. He participated in the crime out of intimidation or to show solidarity 3.3. He was actively involved in the killing
The analysis examines the PBQs that contribute to the construction of the subsidiary 'facts' that underlie the global 'facts'. In the following excerpts text in bold type contains a PBQ, and text in both bold and shaded type contains both a PBQ and a presuppositionconfirming response by LM. The investigators are police officers Martin Vigil (MV) and Mike Martinez (MM). As mentioned, LM's mother Mary Torres (MT) was also present at the beginning of the interrogation.
LM was one of the co-conspirators
The first global fact advanced by the investigators is that LM was one of the criminal co-conspirators, specifically that he was a member of a group of three -LM, Nick, and JR -that gathered the night of the crime for nefarious purposes. (Note: Prior to the recorded interview, LM had admitted in another conversation with the police that in the early afternoon the day after the crime, Nick had come by his home to give him a ride in the car he had stolen from the victim's house at which time Nick had revealed that JR had participated in the crime with him and also revealed certain of their activities at the crime scene. This account by LM provides the propositional raw material on which a series of accusatory presuppositions are then based.) MM's questions at 49:14, 17, and 20 ostensibly seek to discover 'how' and at 'what time' LM and Nick 'hooked up' -crucially, by first presupposing that they did so. This is the first of many PBQs that follow the pattern of seeking additional information regarding a 'fact' that has been presupposed.
LM was associated with
The exchange at 49:20-21 is also the first of several instances in which LM apparently misunderstands the context of a question and gives a response that inadvertently confirms the presupposition. In this case, when MM seeks information as to the circumstances of LM and Nick supposedly 'hooking up' prior to the commission of the crime, LM answers that 'it' -that is, in his understanding the time when Nick showed up after the murder with the stolen car -was 'in the afternoon or evening'. Although the timeframe is different from that specified by MM (see 49:20, 22 ), LM's admission that he hooked up with Nick ends up confirming MM's presupposition that LM was associated with Nick prior to commission of the crime.
PBQs at 49:24, 50:1-2, and 59:15-16 again presuppose that LM and Nick were associated prior to the murder for the purpose of planning a car break-in and theft. LM's answer of 'no' at 49:25, while denying that their reason for being together involved breaking into cars, nevertheless again confirms MM's presupposition that LM and Nick were associated prior to the murder; that is, the denial only applies to the reason the 'guys' were together, leaving the presupposition intact.
LM was associated with both Nick and JR prior to the commission of the crime.
In three separate portions of the interview, MV asks a number of PBQs that assume that LM was associated with both Nick and JR prior to the murder. (Note that JR was not with Nick when the latter went to LM's house to show off the stolen car.) MV's questions here presuppose that the three met up somewhere -crucially 'that night' (86:24) before they went 'to the house ' (77:19, 79:26) and 'into the house' (77:26), additional presuppositions about LM's involvement -and that said meeting up included Nick and JR. Through no less than 13 questions, MV does not receive a confirmation of his presupposition -instead only denials or silence from LM. However, at 87:6ff, MV's reformulation of the question generates a second misunderstanding on LM's part: in response to the question of where 'this' started, LM answers with a specific location (87:9,11) -making it clear that he understands 'this' as the time Nick came by his house the morning after the murder to show him the car they had stolen (something LM had already explained to MV and MM) -whereas for MV, 'this' was the staging of the crime. LM's answer thus inadvertently confirms MV's presupposition that LM had a preplanned gathering with Nick and JR prior to the murder.
LM was at the scene of the crime
A second global fact posited by the investigators through PBQs is that LM was at the scene of the crime. For MM and MV, this is established with three subsidiary facts: that LM went to the crime scene with Nick and JR, that LM was at the victim's house, and that LM's footprints were found at the scene. The pronoun 'it' in 47:18 has as its referent going in the car with the others to the murder scene. Identifying these actions as a 'mistake' employs a factive which presupposes that 'it' occurred. The question ostensibly seeks confirmation from LM that it was a mistake. The unanswered tag question seeks a yes/no answer, either of which would have allowed the presupposition to survive. (Note: LM's emphatic 'No!' at 47:21 is in response to his mother MT's question as to whether he was 'there' -that is, at the murder scene.)
LM
At 47:18-20 and 24, MM asks LM whether he was high at 'the time' -a deictic that references the occasion of the mistake of going in the car with the others to the crime scene. Use of 'the time' clearly specifies given information, but MM and LM assign different meanings to it -a critical failure of communication that soon results in an apparent admission by LM. In light of LM's adamant denial to MT that he was at the murder scene, his response of 'yes' at 47:25 clearly indicates that he does not share MM's meaning for 'the time'. Since he had already admitted to having ridden in the car with Nick the day after the crime, his answer of 'yes' signals his understanding that the period covering only this activity was 'the time' being referred to by MM. The error in interpretation allows his answer to unwittingly confirm the presupposition that was explicitly posited earlier and then elided from the noun phrase 'the time', that is, 'the time [that you went in the car with Nick and JR -including going to the murder scene]'. MM's question 'Was it just you and Nick?' presupposes that it was at least LM and Nick who went to the crime scene. LM's understanding of 'it', however, is the fact of him, his brother Fred, and his friend Luke -the latter two having also been in the initial joyriding party -being together in the stolen car with Nick. Thus, LM's clarifying answer of 'no' to the question of whether it was just him and Nick inadvertently confirms MM's presupposition that he, Nick, and JR were all involved in traveling together to the scene of the crime. It is clear that LM is thoroughly confused at this point. For MV, the presupposition is such a given that it is not even mentioned. However, he then explicitly and unambiguously links being high on marijuana with going 'over to that lady's house' (56:7), ostensibly seeking information as to whether LM and the others were high when they went, thus presupposing the fact of their having gone there. The explicit nature of this presupposition finally elicits a denial (56:8) from LM in the form of a refusal to cooperate in answering the yes/no question and an overt challenge to the presupposition. MV attempts to salvage his presupposition with a challenge to LM at 56:9-11, in which he appeals to the earlier discourse in which LM appeared to have admitted that he was high at the time of the 'mistake' of going to the crime scene with the others, but is thwarted by LM's explanation at 56:13-14.
When LM makes it clear what the context for being high was and thus disconfirms MV's presupposition, his earlier 'admission' ends up effectively vacated. This apparently does not satisfy MV, however, since he proceeds to resurrect the original presupposition by repeating the question (56:23-24 and 64:2-3) originally posed at 56:7, receiving another emphatic denial from LM: MV proposes at 62:3 that LM, Nick, and JR went to the house merely to steal the victim's car but that it 'went bad' and resulted in the killing of the victim. Confirmation for this proposal is then sought through the appending of a tag question -notably, however, only seeking confirmation to the second part of the proposal, resulting in the transformation of the first part of the proposal into a presupposition that the three had gone to steal the car. Note that an answer of 'no' would have implied that the plan had always been to kill the victim and that one of 'yes' would have constituted an admission that they did kill the victim. At no point in this barrage of questions does LM give an answer that confirms the presupposition that he was at the victim's house -with one (likely) exception. After the third utterance of 'Why were you there?' (51:27), LM replies 'Stupid …'. Unless LM is reflecting on what he perceived to be his stupidity in regard to some other situation or offering an assessment of interview proceedings that he thought were stupid, it seems most likely that he is responding directly to the question as he understood it. Inasmuch as the questioning had just been focusing on the time and place where LM and Nick had allegedly 'hooked up', LM's response is arguably an expression of frustration and regret for having joined Nick for a joyride in the stolen car -that is, his 'there' -during which Nick had divulged details of the crime, a 'stupid' decision that was going to land him in prison (see 51:21) . (This interpretation is strengthened by LM's 'Where?' at 52:5, clearly being offered after realizing that he needed to identify what location MM was referring to.) For MM, however, 'there' was, of course, the house where the crime was committed, making LM's response an inadvertent confirmation of the presupposition that he was at the crime scene -even though LM (52:7) corrects the record after realizing that MM was referring to the victim's house as 'there'.
LM was at the victim
The erroneous assumption by LM about the meaning of 'there' in MM's question brings about yet another inadvertent confirmation by LM of the presupposition that LM was at the victim's house. Here, at 53:1-2, MM asks a PBQ which ostensibly seeks information about the logistics of the parties at the crime scene, but which also places LM there: LM's footprints were found at the scene. At several points in the interview, both MM and MV confront LM with physical evidence purportedly proving that he was at the house, namely, that his 'shoe print' (also variously called 'footprints', 'footprint', and 'shoes') was discovered in the victim's blood at the crime scene. In the following excerpts, this confrontation continues through the use of PBQs: MM's question at 52:15 presupposes that LM's shoe print was in the blood at the crime scene, and LM's response at 52:18 confirms that presupposition. LM's response seems to intentionally do so, suggesting that he is willing to admit the possibility that, for example, shoe prints identical to his were at the scene or that the police had wrongly evaluated the prints as identical to his -or perhaps he was simply bewildered. However, at 53:7, MM makes it clear that it was LM's 'footprints' at the scene -in other words, that LM had personally made the prints by stepping in the blood.
Interpreting LM's response at 53:10-12 is problematic. In the first place, it is not clear which question he is responding to -that at 53:4-5 or at 53:7. He has already admitted to being 'there' with Nick in the stolen car -and note the contextualizing detail by MM at 53:7-9, LM's interpretation of which had involved being with Nick in the stolen car -but it is difficult to imagine how he would claim not to remember how he got 'there' and even more odd how his footprints got 'there'. One possibility is that if LM is certain that MM is asking about being in the car with Nick, he assumes that their questions must be relevant in some way, thus calling for an answer that ends up revealing his confusion. In any case, his reply of 'I don't remember' inadvertently confirms the presupposition that he was 'there' at the house as posited by MM. The next exchange at 53:13-14, however -LM's denial that he was at the house -does confirm his alternative understanding of where 'there' was.
The final PBQ having to do with LM's footprints focuses on how they were cleaned following their alleged encounter with blood: 57:8 MM Did you try-try to clean those shoes with 57:9 gasoline? 57:10 LM No.
At 57:8-9, the presupposition is contained in the demonstrative 'those', which establishes that the shoes were the ones at the scene of the crime. LM's reply of 'no' to the question of whether he had tried to clean the shoes with gasoline confirms the presupposition that LM's shoes -and thus LM himself -were at the scene. In other words, his shoes were at the scene, but he didn't happen to clean them with gasoline.
LM was directly involved in the murder
The final global fact asserted by the investigators through the use of PBQs is that LM participated directly and actively in the murder -positing first that he was one of the culpable parties who had an individual part to play in the commission of the crime and then that he had hit the victim, killed (or at least mortally wounded) her, and left her to die. The duplicate exchanges at 80:1-2 and 3-4 include both a presupposition that LM did 'this' -that is, participated in the crime, namely murder -and denials that confirm the presupposition. Although MM is ostensibly seeking information about whether LM performed the crime 'on [his] own', LM's denial is clearly an attempt to respond to the larger question of whether he did it, which, by so denying, inadvertently confirms the presupposition that he did it -specifically as one of a trio of perpetrators, a group that MV had sought to identify at 65:1-2: 65:1 MV: Okay. Then you guys were all in this together, 65:2 MV: right? Because MV's second person plural 'you guys' includes Nick and JR and yet only addresses LM, the presupposition here is quite subtle. A 'yes' answer to the question would confirm that LM was 'in this' -that is, the crime -with the others. However, even a 'no' answer would still allow the survival of the presupposition that LM was one of ' [the] In response to MV's question at 84:8-9 presupposing LM was a 'player', LM -again in an apparent attempt to deny that he was involved at all -answers 'no', thus confirming the presupposition.
Early in the interview, MM had also sought to identify LM's specific role in the commission of the crime, presupposing that LM helped the others in some way: The question at 71:16 presupposes that LM had specific 'input' into the crime and seeks only to discover whether dragging the victim out was the only input. LM's answer of 'No' at 71:17 -again, an attempt to address the larger question of whether he was involved at all -confirms the presupposition. The next exchange (71:18-19) realizes the same dynamic: MM presupposes that LM had a 'job' to perform in the commission of the crime, and LM -seeking to deny any involvement at all -confirms the presupposition with his answer of 'No'.
The inclusion of 'just' in MM's question at 71:18 sharpens the presupposition of LM's having had a 'job' -that is, that LM indeed had the job of dragging her out and perhaps had another job as well. This interpretation is supported by MM's next question at 71:20: in light of LM's denial that his job was 'just' to drag the victim out, MM takes the next step of concluding that LM had something to do with the actual killing.
At 60:23 and 25, MV presupposes that Lorenzo participated in dragging the victim out of the house and ostensibly only wants to find out whether he did it alone -again employing 'just': LM participated out of intimidation or to show solidarity. In the following excerpts, MM and MV employ a familiar technique of minimization in which explanations or excuses for committing the crime are suggested to the suspect in an attempt to make it easier to admit guilt. The minimizations here include suggestions that LM was involved because (1) he was afraid of the others, (2) they made him do it, (3) he would have been beaten up if he had refused to help, (4) his involvement was a way of showing friendship, and (5) he was trying to prove something to them. All of these suggestions are made through the use of PBQs: 62:7 MM: Are you so afraid of these guys, that these guys 62:8 told you to do it an' you had to do it because you're afraid of 'em? 62:9 MV: You went in, didn't you? You guys were just gonna 62:10 jack the car and it went to shit, huh?
MM's first question (at 62:7-8) is structurally complicated. First, by asking LM if he is 'so' afraid of Nick and JR, he presupposes that he is afraid and then proceeds to explore the reason. The next clause, beginning with 'that', although appearing in sequence to suggest a result of LM being afraid, instead introduces a new topic -LM having been told to 'do it', that is, participate in the crime. The next clause, beginning with 'you', gives the result of LM being afraid -that is, that he had to do it. This is confirmed by the 'because' clause. The entire question seeks a yes/no answer. Either answer, however, would strictly address only whether or not LM was afraid, leaving as presupposed that he had to do it -and thus did it -as well as that he was afraid.
At 62:9-10, MV essentially repeats MM's question at 62:2-3 (see earlier). The inclusion of 'just', however, creates a presupposition that they had intended only to steal the car. Similar to the effect of the tag question at 62:3, 'Huh?' seeks a yes/no answer, either of which would support the presupposition:
